
Making Crypto Mainstream.

Web 5.0



In the 90s, Web 1.0 created massive 
new opportunities for companies and 
organizations to engage members and 
ushered in new business models, like  
e-commerce and software-as-a-service.

No longer having to rely on gatekeepers 
at newspapers, magazines, radio and TV, 
anyone could write some HTML code and 
deploy it using the open HTTP protocol.

But it required a lot of technical knowhow and coding.
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More and more features came to be expected for Web 2.0 
and greatly increased cost of development and testing.

Rather than each project re-inventing this from scratch, 
they have begun to outsource to empowering platforms:

Checkout

40% of all 
all web sites

3% of all 
e-com sites

31% of all 
 e-com sites

2.3% of all 
web sites
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Now, Web 3.0 has once again presented new opportunities 
and business models for companies and organizations:

Most regular businesses do not have the knowhow to take 
advantage of these technologies. They're willing to pay an 
empowering platform to take care of all technical details.

has built exactly such a platform,
to move the space from feudalism to a free market. 



Companies and organizations want alternatives to centralized 
services, that make it easy to create their own storefront and 

community, that they can customize and control.

Web 1.0

Web 2.0

Web 3.0

Feudalism ➡ Free Market.



The easiest way to describe Web5 is with the formula: 
Web2 (social) + Web3 (decentralized) = Web5 

technology goes beyond Web3.

Web 5.0 is about mainstream adoption and utility.
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Intercoin has spent 5 years 
building decentralized apps  

designed to serve entire communities!

Crypto must move beyond peer to peer 
and passive staking applications.

Lonely

http://intercoin.org/applications
http://intercoin.org/communities.pdf


Already on the app stores, 
1,500 new downloads a day 

 
300 people a day tell us: 

"I have a community" 

We simply need to build 
a sales funnel and release 
a SAAS product powered 

by Intercoin to our audience.

Customer Acquisition

Apps released by our team 
over the years to be used 

by community leaders.

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/groups/id407855546


Intercoin Community and Enterprise Sales Funnel
People join the Intercoin App and Community Forum. Our team runs a 

weekly show on Telegram, YouTube and Twi:er where we interview 
prominent community leaders and announce partnerships.

http://t.me/intercoin
https://www.youtube.com/c/Intercoin/videos
http://twitter.com/IntercoinOrg


Crypto must have a user friendly interface.

Here is a major reason why adoption is lagging:
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The Mac made computing mainstream 
for people and organizations, 

with a graphical operating system, 
and user-friendly apps built on top of it.

Intercoin aims to be the Apple of crypto.



Intercoin is making crypto mainstream 
by helping communities invite their members 

to user-friendly apps powered by our software.



Crypto solutions should be able to 
connect all the communities together.

IBM Coins

Navajo CoinsMiami Coins

Harvard Coins

ChessClub Coins

Dollars

Euros

Bitcoins
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Intercoin X will be the deflationary reserve currency 
connecting all the communities powered by Intercoin.

The Internet opened up a world of new applications 
that finally made computers mainstream, even addictive.



Intercoin X would be held on reserve  
by each community, to allow  
their local vendors to cash out.

Intercoin X total supply with a limit of  
1 billion, while demand increases as 
more communities come aboard.

The more communities join, the more 
goods and services become available 
and the bigger the network effect.

Tokenomics
Expected: 2024
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Powering all kinds of communities

The total size of the Intercoin economy becomes the sum 
of all the community economies powered by Intercoin.

Intercoin builds a "crypto for the rest of us" platform  
white-labeled for regular businesses to go to market.
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For detailed info, feel free to read our white paper, 
see our tokenomics and join community.intercoin.org

Seed Round Opportunity:
Raising up to $2 MM at $5 MM Pre-Money Valuation 

+ Get Your Own Platform, powered by Intercoin

https://intercoin.org/whitepaper.pdf
http://intercoin.org/tokenomics.pdf
http://community.intercoin.org

